Weekly Wave
Data & Information Systems
2020-21 Civil Rights Data Collection

• Due February 28th.
• OSDE has prepopulated some data elements, which districts can accept or overwrite
• For questions on the data OSDE submitted, contact CRDC@sde.ok.gov
• For all other CRDC questions, contact crdc@aemcorp.com or (855) 255-6901
New Transfer App

• There has been a delay in the parent online form and the ability to create an STN for students. When implemented it will care for students coming from an out-of-state school or private school.

• For questions, please contact accreditation@sde.ok.gov.
Wave Errors

• Validation Errors

SSO Items

• District Ownership Wizard
• STN Wizard
New Wave Accounts

• If you are giving new Wave access to new employees, it may take up to 24 hours for all your access to show up.

Please contact OMES: servicedesk@omes.ok.gov
Questions

- StudentDataInfo@sde.ok.gov
Q&A